FIND YOUR PERFECT PET!
View our available animals by visiting animalcare.lacounty.gov/view-our-animals

WHAT TO INCLUDE IN YOUR EMAIL:
1. Your FULL NAME
2. Animal ID Number (found on "View Animals" page, e.g. A5400695)
3. Your Phone Number

HOW DO I SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT TO ADOPT?
Once you find an animal you would like to adopt, click on the animal’s photo. Next, click on the blue starburst button that reads "Inquiry to Adopt" and complete the form. Or, you can email the animal care center directly (only one Animal ID per email please).

WHAT TO INCLUDE IN YOUR EMAIL:
1. Your FULL NAME
2. Animal ID Number (found on "View Animals" page, e.g. A5400695)
3. Your Phone Number

You will receive a response from our staff letting you know if the animal is available or whether it already has potential adopters. If the animal does not have a Commitment to Adopt (CTA) and a full list of Interested Parties (IP), the staff member will secure your place on the list.

We currently accept one CTA and up to three IPs for each pet. The CTA will have the option to interact and decide if the animal is a good fit for their family. The three IPs will be scheduled on a different day.

Rescue Only – for non-profit adoption partner only; not available for public adoption
Adoption Pending – has a full list of names at this time; please check back at a later date
CTA - the first person who expresses interest in adopting a specific animal
IP - parties that have expressed interest in adopting after a CTA

SHOW UP ON YOUR APPOINTMENT ON TIME TO ADOPT THE ANIMAL!